
Let's Change the Game at COP28
Giving Youth a Voice for their Future
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What is it about?

https://youtu.be/f1MgfcE_rKc

https://youtu.be/f1MgfcE_rKc
https://youtu.be/f1MgfcE_rKc
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Dialogue in Action

Young people 
develop questions 

and ideas for change, 
then they capture 
their messages in 

small films.

A media-team in the 
University of Hamburg 

will group the 
questions and pick out 

the bests!

The Y4P-Reporter
team will ask your 

questions to 
politicians, scientists 
and lots of different 

people at COP28.

The broadcast with 
the interviews, films, 
and discussions will 

be streamed daily at 
the Y4P Website, 

YouTube and more.

You can watch it live or in 
replay. Get input, gain new 
knowledge, become more 
curios. Maybe you create

a Climate Action Team.
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Why CAD @COP28? 
COP, also known as world climate conference.

These conferences are happening every year.

These conferences are essential to shape our

future concerning the climate crisis. This year at

COP28 80 thousand delegates are expected to

come.

The people which are mostly touched by the future

of the planet, are young people. But they don’t

have a voice at the most important climate

conference of the planet. So, we as youth4planet

want to change that. We want that youth gets a

voice in such an important event which is shaping

their future.

Therefore, we want to invite you to our climate

action dialogue. We invite you to develop the most

extraordinary questions in form of videos. Then

our youth4planet-reporter team will find the best

available COP delegates to give relevant answers.

You are also invited to show us your sustainable

transition projects. Or to take part in the COP28

youth song. The aim is to show the presence of

youth at COP28, and that we really want to change

happen, to make pressure to the decisionmakers

and lobbyists. This is also a great opportunity to

connect with other changemakers and exchange

ideas for transition. And surely to get new

knowledge and being part of the movement.

Your question, projects, ideas and the relevant

answers will be streamed daily during COP28. We

are delighted to connect with you.

Find out how to participate in this presentation ☺

Find out more about us and what we do here:

https://youth4planet.com/

https://youth4planet.com/
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Our 5 key initiatives at COP28 

#1 Livestream program daily from COP28, to youth locally and globally.

#2 Ideas generator and curation/possibility to support youth ideas

and inspire action teams.

#3 Touring CreatiVelo media bike engaging Dubai students with youth

reporters inside COP28

#4 Youth race4good with Linda Cruse connecting schools and ideas

from the utmost remote areas, with a daily 2-hour show.

#5 COP28 Youth Song “Guinness Book of Records” on Day for Youth.

https://lindacruse.com/programmes/the-race4good/
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How to take part?

Prepare & plan
Develop 

Question/Films
Chose topic

Watch the 
broadcast

Creat Climate 
Action Teams

1. Subscribe to 
newsletter here: 

youth4planet.com/cop
28-action/participate/

2. Download Pre-COP 
learning & 

engagement package 
with FAQ here

3. Join a WEBINAR 
(more info here)

4. Connect with other 
facilitators

Examples:
Health

Peace & Security
Resilience

Relief & Recovery 
Capacity building

Stocktaking
Finance system

Trade system
Gender equality

Energy / Industry
Just transition

Multilevel action
Urbanization

Built Environment
Transport / Mobility

Youth & Children
Education/Future Skills
Natural Earth Systems

(Circular) Economy
Land Use

Food / Agriculture
Oceans / Water

Climate litigation
Cross-cutting themes

Technology / Innovation
Inclusion

Frontline Communities

1. Create or go to a 
place to move freely

2. Do the question 
generator workshop 
(more info on page 6)

3. Make a short Film 
about your question
(find help on page 7)

4. Upload your 
question on 

youth4planet.com/cop
28-action/upload

1. Watch the daily 
broadcast online

(more info on page 10)

2. Get curios and 
develop new questions 

or/and get active

You got new 
knowledge, maybe it 
is time to get active 

and change 
something and 

inspire new people
(page 14)

https://youth4planet.com/cop28-action/participate/
https://youth4planet.com/cop28-action/participate/
https://youth4planet.com/cop28-action/participate/
https://youth4planet.com/cop28-action/media-downloads/
https://youth4planet.com/cop28-action/media-downloads/
https://youth4planet.com/cop28-action/dates-events/
https://youth4planet.com/cop28-action/dates-events/
https://youth4planet.com/cop28-action/cop28-upload/
youth4planet.com/cop28-action/upload
youth4planet.com/cop28-action/upload
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How to develop questions?

For the workshop you only need: paper and pens
for all the participants, a room/place where the
participants can make a circle, additionally you
can also use a pinboard or a blackboard with
magnets, a bell might be also useful.

The idea of the workshop is to unleash creativity by
triggering its thresholds through a simple game,
allowing innovative and interesting questions to
come to light that might not be elicited otherwise.
The description of the workshop you will find here.

If you have already a question then you can
directly make a small film about your
question (on page 8-9 there you will find
guidelines and tutorials), but you can do the
workshop to create new questions.

Find the Workshop 
description here

https://youth4planet.com/cop28-action/media-downloads/
https://youth4planet.com/cop28-action/media-downloads/
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How to film the question?

Option 2: Make a short film about your question. You could visualize
the importance of your question or tell us the background story of
it. There are no limits for your creativity. But try to be under 2
minutes so that we could also stream your short film. And don’t
forget to introduce yourself or your team and keep it in English.

So, you got your question. Now you only need
to film your question. In general, you should
film horizontally (more one film composition
you will find on the next page) and speaking
in English so that everyone can understand it.
For the format you have two options.

Option 1: You will keep it short and only film you asking the question.
But before you should introduce yourself shortly. (Tell us your age,
your country of residence, your school or your place of work…)

Upload your 
video here

https://youth4planet.com/cop28-action/cop28-upload/
https://youth4planet.com/cop28-action/cop28-upload/
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How to create a film?

Here you will find 
two small tutorials
about filmmaking

with a smartphone

https://en.actionbound.com
/bound/modulonesinglebo

undeng?setlang

Module 1

https://en.actionbound.com
/bound/singleboundmodult

wo

Module 2

Upload your 
video here

https://en.actionbound.com/bound/modulonesingleboundeng?setlang
https://en.actionbound.com/bound/modulonesingleboundeng?setlang
https://en.actionbound.com/bound/modulonesingleboundeng?setlang
https://en.actionbound.com/bound/singleboundmodultwo
https://en.actionbound.com/bound/singleboundmodultwo
https://en.actionbound.com/bound/singleboundmodultwo
https://youth4planet.com/cop28-action/cop28-upload/
https://youth4planet.com/cop28-action/cop28-upload/


Can I upload other films?

Video
Ideas

Sure, if you want to share us your project, your 
initiative or your story for a brighter future 
you are invited to share us your video. This 

video can be published on our website, and it 
will travel with the CreatiVelo to inspire people. 
With some luck our media team will select your 

video to stream it at our COP28-Broadcast.

Upload your 
videos here

Find some 
inspiration for 

video here

Idea for a better future

Sustainable
Workshop

Your song 
for nature Action for the SDGs
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https://youth4planet.com/cop28-action/cop28-upload/
https://youth4planet.com/cop28-action/cop28-upload/
https://youth4planet.com/videos/
https://youth4planet.com/videos/


COP28 Youth Song

Here you will get
everything to be able to 

sing the song

You like music, you love singing, you 
want to connect with other activists? 

Then this song is for you!
COP28 Youth Song, lets combine culture

with the sustainable transition.
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Fill free to upload a video 
of you singing the song 

here

https://youth4planet.com/cop28-action/youth-choir/
https://youth4planet.com/cop28-action/youth-choir/
https://youth4planet.com/cop28-action/youth-choir/upload/
https://youth4planet.com/cop28-action/youth-choir/upload/
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The broadcast

During COP28 you will be provided with daily 
broadcasts. Be it from our youth-reporters, 

from the youth race4good initiative, the 
COP28 youth song or your videos. You will be 
able to watch it live and in replay, for free.

Ideas concerning the 
broadcast

Watch it live during 
your class – you can 

combine your 
subject with the 
thematic days

If you organise a 
climate/COP28 week 

you can showcase the 
stream as an activity

Organise a place
during lunchtime –
see the video with 
other likeminded 

students

See the recap at home 
with your friends or 

family

Use the stream as 
an introduction for 

debates, 
workshops, class 

topics…



Thu.
30.11.

Fri.
01.12.

Sat.
02.12.

Sun.
03.12.

YR4G
8h-9h

CAD
10h-10h30

YR4G
20-21h 

YR4G
8h-9h

CAD
10h-10h30

YR4G
20-21h 

To be 
determined

To be 
determined

Livestream Program
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So here you will find the 
program for the broadcast. The 
hours are indicated in Central 

European Time (CET). CAD 
stands for the climate action 

dialogue. YR4G stands for youth 
race4good. The focus of the 
broadcast will be based on 
thematic day witch you see 

above in green.
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Mon.
04.12.

Tue.
05.12.

Wed.

06.12.
Thu.

07.12.
Fri.

08.12.
Sat.

09.12.
Sun.

10.12.

YR4G
8h-9h

CAD
10h-10h30

YR4G
20-21h 

YR4G
8h-9h

CAD
10h-10h30

YR4G
20-21h 

YR4G
8h-9h

CAD
10h-10h30

YR4G
20-21h 

To be 
determined

YR4G
8h-9h

CAD
10h-10h30

YR4G
20-21h 

To be 
determined

To be 
determined

Livestream Program

Wed.

06.12.
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Livestream Program

Mon.
11.12.

Tue.
12.12.

YR4G
8h-9h

CAD
10h-10h30

YR4G
20-21h 

YR4G
8h-9h

CAD
10h-10h30

YR4G
20-21h 
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Now, you have an overview of the livestream program. 
Don’t forget to register for our newsletter so that you 
receive the link to the livestream. And that you can be 

updated with possible changes. For example, it is 
common that COPs need more time for the final 

negotiations, so maybe we would also stream on the 13.12. 

Here, you will find the 
newsletter for the Climate 

Action Dialogue

https://youth4planet.com/cop28-action/participate/
https://youth4planet.com/cop28-action/participate/


Get Active
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You cached fire and you want to do more?
Maybe you should start a Climate Action
Team in your school with some friends. As a
team you could develop some actions.

Two Examples – click on the picture to 
read their story online

ReVELOtioun am LTEtt

LRSL_Actionteam4future

Click to get in 
toutch to creat 
an Actionteam

https://youth4planet.com/breaking-barriers-creating-solutions-lrsl_actionteam4futures-inspiring-story/
https://youth4planet.com/contact/


Important links
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So, hopefully you got al the input you had 
needed to get started. We are curios about 
your videos and delighted to welcome you 
during our broadcast. Here you will find all 

the important links again. See you.

Youth4Planet Webiste: https://youth4planet.com/

Climate Action Dialogue: https://youth4planet.com/cop28-action/

Youth race4good: https://lindacruse.com/programmes/the-race4good/

Film workshop Module 1: 

https://en.actionbound.com/bound/modulonesingleboundeng?setlang

Film workshop Module 2: https://en.actionbound.com/bound/singleboundmodultwo

CreatiVelo Website: https://creativelo.bike/

Our newsletter to get the latest news and uptades:

https://youth4planet.com/cop28-action/participate/

https://youth4planet.com/
https://youth4planet.com/cop28-action/
https://lindacruse.com/programmes/the-race4good/
https://en.actionbound.com/bound/modulonesingleboundeng?setlang
https://en.actionbound.com/bound/singleboundmodultwo
https://creativelo.bike/
https://youth4planet.com/cop28-action/participate/
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